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Abstract—Fully utilizing green energy can remarkably de-
crease the operational cost of cloudlet providers in provisioning
green cloudlet networks (GCNs), which are powered by both
green and brown energy. Owing to the spatial and temporal
dynamics of energy demands and green energy generation,
migrating Avatars (i.e., virtual machines) from green energy
deprived cloudlets into green energy over-provisioned cloudlets
can reduce the total on-grid energy consumption of GCN.
However, Avatar migration itself consumes non-negligibleenergy
consumption. In this letter, we propose the Energy driven AvataR
migratioN (EARN) scheme to reduce the total on-grid energy
consumption of GCN by considering the energy consumption of
Avatar migrations. The performance of EARN is demonstrated
by extensive simulations.

Index Terms—Cloudlet, edge computing, virtual machine mi-
gration, green energy.

I. I NTRODUCTION

M OBILE applications are increasingly computation-
intensive while the computational capacity of battery

powered user equipments (UEs) remains limited. Mobile
Cloud Computing (MCC) enables UEs to offload some tasks to
high performance Virtual Machines (VMs) in remote clouds,
thus reducing the task execution time and energy consumption
of UEs. Existing researches mostly consider the remote cloud
as the offloading destination, owing to its abundant resources.
However, the long end-to-end (E2E) delay between a UE
and its VM far away imposes a detrimental impact on the
quality of service of applications, such as augmented reality
and online gaming, where a low E2E delay is required. Thus,
the concept of cloudlets is employed to reduce the E2E
delay between a UE and its VM. Cloudlets, tiny versions of
data centers, are generally placed at the network edge that
are close to UEs. The physical proximity between UEs and
cloudlets leads to a low E2E delay [1]. Meanwhile, as green
energy technologies advance, green energy can be readily
employed to reduce the on-grid energy cost. Energy generated
from solar panels can be used to power distributed cloudlets,
with on-grid energy as a backup. Recent research works
have already shown that distributed cloudlets can remarkably
reduce the E2E delay between UEs and VMs in the cloudlet.
Sun and Ansari [2] proposed a profit maximization Avatar
placement for mobile edge computing, referred to as PRIMAL,
which makes a tradeoff between the E2E delay reduction
and migration overheads by selectively migrating the VMs
to their optimal locations. Rather than considering the E2E
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delay between UEs and their VMs, some works have focused
on minimizing the energy consumption of cloudlet networks
and clouds. Giacobbeet al. [3] aimed to minimize the cost
of Internet Data Centers (IDCs), by migrating the workloads
from IDCs of high electricity cost to IDCs of low electricity
cost. While the introduction of green energy leads to the re-
duction of on-grid energy consumption, matching the dynamic
green energy generation and dynamic energy demands of data
centers is a great challenge [4]. Sunet al. [5] proposed a
green energy aware Avatar migration strategy, referred to as
GEAR, to migrate UEs’ virtual machines from the cloudlets
with insufficient green energy generation to the cloudlets
with excess green energy generation in order to reduce the
total on-grid energy consumption in the network. However,
Avatar migration itself consumes non-negligible energy, which
may affect the total energy consumption in the network.
Specifically, although migrating UEs’ Avatars (i.e., VMs) to
cloudlets with higher green energy and lower energy demands
can reduce the on-grid energy consumption, Avatar migration
between cloudlets incurs significant traffic, and thus incurs
migration cost in terms of the on-grid energy consumption of
both source and destination cloudlets. For instance, if Avatar-1
migrates from cloudlet-A (source) to cloudlet-B (destination),
this migration consumes non-negligible energy of cloudlet-A
and cloudlet-B. To tackle this problem, we propose the Energy
driven AvataR migratioN (EARN) scheme to minimize the
total on-grid energy consumption by considering the migration
cost (in terms of the energy consumption incurred by Avatar
migrations), while ensuring the service level agreement (SLA)
for each UE in terms of the maximum E2E delay for each UE.

Fig. 1. GCN architecture.
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II. SYSTEM MODEL

A Green Cloudlet Network (GCN) architecture is illustrated
in Fig. 1 in which each cloudlet is collocated with an eNB.
Distributed cloudlets are able to transfer data to each other via
the cellular core network. Software Defined Network (SDN)
based cellular network is employed to provide efficient and
flexible communications paths between eNBs. Meanwhile,
LTE providers offer seamless wireless communications be-
tween a UE and its eNB, and thereby each UE can connect to
a nearby cloudlet to minimize the E2E delay. In GCN, each
UE can be mapped to a specific Avatar (i.e., one VM in the
cloudlet), which runs tasks offloaded from its corresponding
UE [5]. An Avatar is a software clone of a UE and always
offers service to the UE wherever it moves. Moreover, in
order to reduce on-grid energy consumption, cloudlets can be
powered by solar energy.

We assume every UE’s Avatar is homogeneous (i.e., the
configuration of Avatars are the same) although the workloads
of different Avatars are different. Also, all servers in cloudlets
are homogeneous, i.e., the configuration of every server is
the same. Therefore, each server is assumed to host the same
number of Avatars. Since the E2E delay between a UE and its
Avatar has a vital impact on the performance of delay sensitive
applications, the cloudlet provider needs to ensure the SLAfor
UEs in terms of the maximum E2E delay.

DenoteI as the set of cloudlets in the network andK as the
set of UEs/Avatars (note that one UE is associated with one
specific Avatar, and thus UEs and Avatars share the same set).
Ni is the total number of servers in cloudleti. To identify the
location of a UE’s Avatar, we introduce two binary variables
xi,k and ηi(j, k), wherei is the index of cloudlets,j is the
index of servers, andk is the index of Avatars. Here,xi,k

means whether Avatark is in cloudlet i; ηi(j, k) indicates
whether Avatark is in cloudleti’s serverj. The relationship
between them can be expressed as follows:

xi,k =

Ni
∑

j=1

ηi(j, k). (1)

Then, we can get the number of active servers in cloudleti:

ni =









∑

k∈K

xi,k

τ









, (2)

whereτ is the maximum number of Avatars inside a server.

A. Energy Model of Cloudlets

The power consumption of a cloudlet is drawn from active
servers as follows [6]:

Pi,j = P s + αui,j , (3)

wherePi,j is the power consumption of serverj in cloudlet
i, P s is the idle power of an active server,α is a coefficient
in mapping the CPU utilization into the power consumption,
and ui,j is the CPU utilization of serverj in cloudlet i for
running Avatars.

If the CPU utilization for running Avatark’s applications is
uk, the CPU utilization of serverj in cloudlet i, denoted as
ui,j , can be expressed as a function ofηi(j, k).

ui,j =
∑

k∈K

ηi(j, k)× uk. (4)

By substituting Eq. (4) into Eq. (3), we get

Pi,j = P s +
∑

k∈K

ηi(j, k)× αuk. (5)

After aggregating the power consumption of all active
servers, we achieve the total power consumption of cloudleti
as follows:

Pi =

ni
∑

j=1

Pi,j = niP
s +

ni
∑

j=1

∑

k∈K

ηi(j, k)× αuk. (6)

Sinceni ≈
∑

k
xi,k

τ
, Eq. (6) can be transformed into:

Pi =
∑

k∈K

[

xi,k × (
Ps

τ
+ αuk)

]

. (7)

We need to maximize the utilization of available green
energy of each cloudlet in each time slot by migrating Avatars
in order to minimize on-grid energy consumption of cloudlets.
Furthermore, the on-grid energy consumption of cloudleti is
expressed as :ρi = max((PiT +Emig

i −GiT ), 0) [7], where
T is the length of a time slot,Pi is the energy consumption for
running Avatars in cloudleti, Emig

i is the energy consumption
of cloudleti incurred by Avatar migrations, andGi is the green
energy generation rate of cloudleti.

B. Migration Cost Model

When migrating an Avatar, traffic is generated from the
source cloudlet to the destination cloudlet, thus incurring extra
energy consumption on the source cloudlet and destination
cloudlet, which is defined as the Avatar migration cost.

Denotext
i,k andxt+1

i,k as two indicators on whether Avatar
k is located in cloudleti in time slott andt+1, respectively.
Therefore,(xt

i,k − xt+1

i,k )
2

indicates whether Avatark is mi-
grated to or from cloudleti in time slot t + 1. Furthermore,
when an Avatar migration occurs at the destination cloudlet
i, (xt

i,k − xt+1

i,k )
2
xt+1

i,k equals to 1, otherwise 0. Similarly, if

cloudleti acts as the source cloudlet,(xt
i,k − xt+1

i,k )
2
(1−xt+1

i,k )
equals to 1, otherwise 0.

According to the energy consumption model for conducting
migrations [8], the migration cost of source and destination
cloudlet can be expressed as

Es
k = σsVk + βs, (8)

Ed
k = σdVk + βd, (9)

respectively, whereVk is the data volume incurred by mi-
grating Avatark, andσs,σd, βs, andβd are the coefficients
that map the data volume into energy consumption, which
can be trained based on different platforms. Consequently,the
migration cost of cloudleti in slot t+ 1 is expressed as

Emig
i =

∑

k∈K

(xt
i,k−x

t+1

i,k )2xt+1
i,kE

d
k + (xt

i,k−xt+1
i,k )

2(1−xt+1

i,k )Es
k,

(10)
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where the first term is the total migration cost of cloudleti
when cloudleti acts as the destination cloudlet and the second
term is that when cloudleti acts as the source cloudlet.

C. E2E Delay Model

When UEs move in the network, their Avatars tend to be
migrated to the optimal cloudlets in order to minimize the
provider’s cost. In this case, the communications between a
UE and its Avatar may transverse the SDN-based cellular core.
Therefore, the E2E delay between a UE and its Avatar consists
of three parts: first, the E2E delay between a UE and its eNB;
second, the E2E delay between the UE’s eNB and its cloudlet
where its Avatar is located; third, the E2E delay within the
cloudlet. Changing the locations of UEs’ Avatars does not
significantly affect the first and third parts. Thus, we only
consider the E2E delay between a UE’s eNB and its cloudlet,
which is the most important factor affecting the E2E delay
between a UE and its Avatar. When an Avatar is migrated
among cloudlets, the SLA in terms of maximum E2E delay
between the UE’s eNB and the cloudlet should be satisfied.

By taking advantage of the SDN network, the SDN con-
troller is used to measure the E2E delay between UEk’s eNB
and cloudleti in each slot, denoted asdi,k. Thus, the E2E
delay between UEk’s eNB and its cloudlet in time slott is:

Dk =
∑

i∈I

di,kx
t
i,k. (11)

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND ANALYSIS

Owing to the spatial dynamics of energy demands among
cloudlets, some cloudlets are able to satisfy the energy demand
by its available green energy while others need to consume on-
grid energy. The on-grid energy consumption of cloudlets can
be minimized through migrating Avatars to the cloudlets with
excessive green energy. However, Avatar migrations consume
significant energy of corresponding cloudlets. We should de-
sign an optimal Avatar migrations strategy, i.e., EARN, by
considering the energy consumption for running Avatars and
that for migrating Avatars in each cloudlet such that the total
on-grid energy consumption is minimized in time slott + 1.
We formulate EARN as follows:

P1 : min
x
t+1

i,k

∑

i∈I

ρi (12)

s.t.ρi≥
∑

k∈K

xt+1

i,k (
P s

τ
+ αuk)T+Emig

i (xt+1

i,k )−GiT , ∀i ∈ I,

(13)

ρi ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ I, (14)
∑

i∈I

di,kx
t+1

i,k ≤ ε, ∀k ∈ K, (15)

∑

i∈I

xt+1

i,k = 1, ∀k ∈ K, (16)

∑

k∈K xt+1

i,k

τ
≤ mi, ∀i ∈ I, (17)

whereǫ is SLA given by the provider, andmi represents the
maximum number of servers in cloudleti. Constraints (13)
and (14) ensureρi = max(PiT + Emig

i -GiT, 0). Constraint

(15) represents that the E2E delay for each UE should satisfy
SLA. Constraint (16) ensures that each Avatar is assigned to
a specific cloudlet. Constraint (17) imposes the number of the
required servers not to be more than the maximum number of
servers in each cloudlet.

Theorem 1. The problem of P1 is an NP-hard problem.

Proof: Suppose there are two cloudlets; the capacity
of each cloudlet is infinite, Therefore, every Avatar can be
severed by any of the two cloudlets without violating their ca-
pacity constraints. We assume that the green energy generation
rate of each cloudlet is the same, which equals toG, while
the total power consumption of running all Avatars is equal to
the total green energy generation in the network. Moreover,
σs,σd, βs, andβd equal to zero; consequently,Emig

i = 0. So,
the original problem P1 can be transformed to

R1 : min

2
∑

i=1

max{PiT −GT, 0} (18)

s.t.

2
∑

i=1

PiT = 2GT. (19)

Here, the optimal solution of R1 is to assign the energy
demands into the two cloudlets equally, i.e., this becomes
a partition problem, which is NP-hard. Thus, the partition
problem is reducible to P1, i.e., P1 is NP-hard.

Since P1 is NP-hard, we propose to use the Mixed-Integer
Linear Programming (MILP) toolbox in the CPLEX solver to
solve the problem. The branch-and-cut algorithm is applied
by the MILP toolbox to search for the suboptimal solution of
the MILP problem. The branch-and-cut algorithm executes the
branch and bound process and applies cutting planes to reduce
the number of branches required to solve the problem.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

Fig. 2. Network topology.

We set up the simulation to demonstrate the performance
of EARN. For comparisons, we select the other two schemes,
i.e., GEAR [5] and Follow me AvataR (FAR). GEAR is to
minimize the on-grid energy consumption without considering
the migration cost. FAR tries to minimize the E2E delay by
choosing the closest cloudlet to host the Avatar. The network
topology is shown in Fig. 2, which includes 16 cloudlet-eNB
pairs within an area of 64km2, which is divided into two
areas: urban area and rural area. The cloudlet’s capacity can be
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randomly chosen from 10 to 30 servers, while each server can
host 16 Avatars at most. The idle power of each active server
(i.e., P s) is 80 Watt, and the maximum power consumption
of a server (i.e., the power consumption of a server when its
CPU utilization is 100%) is 160 Watt. The CPU utilization of
each Avatar is randomly chosen from 30% to 100%. The data
volume incurred by an Avatar migration is chosen from 1 to
3 Gbit randomly. Based on the experiments in [8],σs andσd

are set to be 0.256, andβs andβd are set to be 10.08. In every
time slot (5mins), each UE randomly selects a moving speed
between 0 and 10m/s, and moves towards its destination. The
location of UEs’ destinations are determined according to a
normal distributionN (4 km, 1.4 km). In addition, the solar
panel size of each cloudlet is randomly selected between 4 and
6m2. The local daily solar radiation data trace (Millbrook, NY
in Jan. 1st. 2015) is adopted as the solar radiation within one
day [9], while the efficiency for converting solar radiationinto
electricity is 46%. DenoteAi as the panel size of cloudleti,
g as the solar radiation, andγ as the converting efficiency
from solar radiation to electricity, and thus the green energy
generation rate of cloudleti can be expressed asGi = Aigγ.

Fig. 3. On-grid Energy Consumption during a day.

Fig. 4. Total on-grid energy consumption in one day.

Fig. 5. Total on-grid Energy vs. number of UEs.

Fig. 3 shows that EARN remarkably saves on-grid energy as
compared to FAR and GEAR within one day. When the green

energy generation rate is low, by considering the migration
cost of Avatars, EARN enables less Avatar migrations as
compared to FAR and GEAR, thus leading to less on-grid
consumption of GCNs. As the green energy generation rate
increases, EARN determines the Avatar migration based on
the green energy utilization of different cloudlets and the
migration cost, and thus the on-grid energy consumption is
still much lower than that of either FAR or GEAR. Fig. 4
illustrates the total on-grid energy consumption in one day.
EARN saves 38.5% on-grid energy as compared to GEAR,
and saves 56% as compared to FAR. Fig. 5 compares the total
on-grid energy consumption of the three schemes in one day
by varying the number of UEs in the network. We can see that
the on-grid energy consumption of the three schemes grows as
the number of UEs increases. EARN only migrates the Avatar
whose on-grid energy reduction is higher than its migration
cost, in order to minimize the on-grid energy consumption of
GCNs. In contrast, GEAR and FAR lead to the high migration
cost when Avatars are migrated frequently. Therefore, when
the number of UEs varies, EARN achieves much less on-grid
energy consumption of GCNs than that of GEAR and FAR.

V. CONCLUSION

In this letter, we have proposed the Energy driven AvataR
migratioN (EARN) scheme for GCNs. EARN is to minimize
the total on-grid energy consumption by considering the mi-
gration cost (in terms of the energy consumption introduced
in the Avatar migration), while ensuring the service level
agreement (SLA) for each UE. Simulation results have verified
the performance of the proposed EARN scheme.
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